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Chapterr 4 

Constrainedd W-Grammars 

Thiss chapter consists of two sections. First, the grammatical formalism we propose is 
introduced.. Our framework is based on so-called W-grammars, due originally to Van 
Wijngaardenn (Van Wijngaarden, 1965; Mateescu and Salomaa, 1997). We constrain 
W-grammarss to obtain constrained W-grammars (CWG) which are more suitable for 
statisticall  natural language parsing than W-grammars. As we have seen in the previous 
chapter,, probabilities are a fundamental part of state-of-the-art natural language pars-
ingg technology. We extend CW-grammars with probabilities, defining probabilistic 
constrainedconstrained W-grammars (PCWGs). 

Inn the second part of this chapter we show that the formalism we introduce is gen-
erall  enough to capture grammatical frameworks used in three state-of-the-art parsers: 
bilexicall  grammars, Markovian context free grammars, and stochastic tree substitution 
grammarss (STSGs). For each we provide an embedding into PCW-grammars, which 
allowss us to discover properties about their expressive power and consistency, and re-
lationss between the formalisms studied. 

4.11 Grammatical Framework 

Inn this section we describe the grammatical framework we will be working with. We 
introducee constrained W-grammars, then present a probabilistic version, and also in-
troducee technical notions needed in later sections. 

4.1.11 Constrained W-Grammars 

AA  constrained W-grammar (CW-grammar) is a 6-tupIe (V, NT, T, S, —>, —+) such 
that: : 

57 7 
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 \' is a set of symbols called variables. Elements in \' are denoted with overlined 
capitall  letters, e.g., A, B, C. 

 NT is a set of symbols called non-terminals; elements in AT are denoted with 
upper-casee letters, e.g., X, Y, Z. 

 T ha. set of symbols called terminals, denoted with lower-case letters, e.g., a, />, 
c. . 

 V, T and NT are pairwise disjoint. 

 S is an element of AT called the start symbol. 

 —  is a finite binary relation defined on (V U AT U 7")*  such that if x —  y, 
thenn x € V. The elements of -̂ -> are called metarules. 

 —*  is a finite binary relation on (V U NT U T)* such that if u -̂—> v then 
uu £ NT, v is not empty and no variable in v appears more than once. The 
elementss of —  are called pseudo-rules. 

CW-grammarss differ from Van Wijngaarden's original W-grammars in that pseudo-
ruless have been constrained. Comparing the above definition with the one presented in 
Sectionn 2.4, we see that the original W-grammars allow pseudo-rules to have variables 
onn the left-hand side as well as repeated variables on both the right- and left-hand 
side.. The constrained version defined above yields a dramatic reduction in the ex-
pressivee power of W-grammars. CW-grammars are weakly equivalent to context free 
grammars.. Despite the reduction of expressivity, CW grammars are capable of fully 
capturingg grammar formalism used in state-of-the-art parsers, something that context 
freee grammars can not do by themselves. 

CW-grammarss are rewriting devices, and as such they consist of rewriting rules. 
Theyy differ from the usual rewriting systems in that the rewriting rules do not exist a 
priori.priori.  Using pseudo-rules and meta-rules one builds 'real' rules that can be used in the 
rewritingg process. The rewriting rules produced are denoted by =̂=> and are called w-
rules.rules. These rules are built by first selecting a pseudo-rule, and then using meta-rules 
forr instantiating all the variables the pseudo-rule might contain. 

Forr example, let W = {V, NT, T, S, - ^ , -?->) be a CW-grammar where V = 
{ADJ},{ADJ}, NT = {S, Adj, Noun}, T = {ball, big, fat, red, green, ...}, and -̂ -> and 
-̂—  are given by the following table: 
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meta-rules s 
ADJADJ -̂ -> ADJAdj 
ADJADJ ^ Adj 

pseudo-rules s 
55 -̂ -> ADJNoun 
AdjAdj —  big 
NounNoun —> ball 

Supposee now that we want to build the w-rule 5 = ^ Adj Adj Noun. We take the 
pseudo-rulee S -̂—> ADJ Noun and instantiate the variable ADJ with Adj Adj to 
gett the desired w-rule. The w-rules defined by W have the following shape: ~S =̂=> 
Adj*Adj*  Noun. Trees for this grammar are flat, with a root node S and series of adjectives 
andd nouns as daughters; see Figure 4.1. 

S S 

AdjAdj Adj Noun 
II I I 

bigbig green ball 

Figuree 4.1: A flat w-tree. 

Thee string language L{W) generated by a CW-grammar W is the set {/? € T+ : 
SS = >̂ P}. In words, a string (3 belongs to the language L(W) if there is a way to 
instantiatee w-rules =̂=> in such a way that they can derive (3 from S. A w-tree yielding 
aa string I is defined as the => derivation producing I. A w-tree 'pictures' the w-rules 
(i.e.,, pseudo-rules + variable instantiations) that have been used for deriving a string; 
Figuree 4.1 has an example. The way in which a w-rule has been obtained from pseudo-
ruless or the way in which its variables have been instantiated remains hidden. The 
treetree language generated by a CW-grammar W is the set T(W) consists of all w-trees 
generatedd by W yielding a string in L(W). 

4.1.1.. THEOREM. CW-Grammars are weakly equivalent to context free grammars. 

PROOF.. Let W =(V, NT, T, S, ^-+, -?->) be a CW-grammar. Let Gw = (NT, T', 
S',S', R') be a context free grammar defined as follows (to avoid confusion we denote the 
ruless in R by : NT' - (V U NT); V = T; S' is identical to 5; and X -> a € R 
iffX^aorX^a. iffX^aorX^a. 

Obviously,, one has to prove that G is well-defined. The most problematic part is 
thee definition of the rules. We need to check whether all rules are well-formed. It is 
enoughh to check that every left-hand side has one and only one non-terminal. If a rule 
XX —» Q is in R because X -̂ -> a, then it is clear that X is a non-terminal in V. If it is 
inn because of X -?—* a, then it is a non-terminal given that X has to be in NT. 
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Nextt we show that the two grammars generate the same language. To prove this 
wee just prove that if r ^> s then r —>*  s. The proof is divided in three parts: (i) if 
rr —  s then r —>*  s: (ii) if r -?—> s then r —> ,s; (iti) if r ^ - s then r -+*  s. (i) If 
rr —> s then r ^*  ,s follows immediately from the definition of G\V\ ^—> is a subset 
off . (ii) If r —> .s then r —  s also follows from the definition of G\y. (iii ) Let r and 
ss be such that r => .s. This implies that there exist r' and 5' such that 

r'r'  -̂ -» s' 

ITIT  IT 
rr  s 

Sincee r' € NT, the only possibility for r' 
thee following situation: 

$ $ rr  — 

But,, under the assumption that every variable appears once and only once in the body 
off  s', both -̂—> and ^-4 can be emulated by —>, implying that r —>*  s as required. 

Inn the other direction, any CFG G can define a CW-grammar W\ The only nec-
essaryy step for transforming G into a CW-grammar consists of partitioning the set of 
ruless in G into two different subsets, one functioning as the set of meta-rules, and the 
otherr functioning as the the set of pseudo-rules. H 

Notee that the previous result does not follow directly from any of the results given in 
Chapterr 2. In the literature there are examples of different constraints applied to W-
grammarss (Mateescu, 1989a,b). These constraints were meant to make subclasses of 
enumerablee languages. In contrast, our constraints are meant to reduce the expressive 
powerr of W-grammars to a level that allows us to capture the grammatical formalisms 
underlyingg state-of-the-art-parsers. The previous lemma shows that our constraints 
reducee the expressive power of W-grammars from Turing computable to context free. 

Givenn a CW-grammar W, the context free grammar underlying W, which we de-
notee by CFG(W), is the grammar Gw defined in the proof of Theorem 4.1.1. In order 
too facilitate our forthcoming discussion we suppose that rules in G have been marked 
somehoww to allow us to decide whether a rule in G corresponds to a meta-rule or to a 
pseudo-rulee in the original CW-grammar. We refer to the set of rules in G marked as 
meta-ruless as meta-rules and to the set of rules marked as pseudo-rules as pseudo-rules. 

Lett W be a W-Grammar and let G = CFG{W) be its underlying context free 
grammar.. Theorem 4.1.1 shows that both W and G accept the same string language. 
Inn what follows we turn to study the relation between VV"s tree language and G's tree 

rr  is for r to be equal to r', leading to 

s' s' 

v: v: 
s s 
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language.. We show that there is a surjective mapping T from T{G) to T(\\') which 

cann be used for effectively parsing \\ -grammars, as we wil l soon discuss. 

Wee define our tree transformation function T using a tree rewriting schema. The 

rewritingg schema is applicable only to trees containing at least one meta-rule. Our 

intentionn is to rewrite those trees in T(G) into trees in T(\V). After each application of 

thee rewriting schema, the number of rules marked as meta-rules is reduced by one. The 

functionn T is defined as the recursive application of the schema until applications are no 

longerr possible, i.e., until all meta-rules have been eliminated. The intermediate trees 

inn the rewriting procedure do not necessarily belong to either of the two tree languages 

T(G)T(G) or T(W). The rewriting schema is pictured in Figure 4.2. Left-hand symbols of 

meta-ruless and pseudo-rules have been marked with superscripts m and s respectively. 

Thee rewriting schema eliminates the rule V -^-> XiX2  Xk by transforming the tree 

inn part (a) into the tree in part (b). 

(a)) (b) 

Figuree 4.2: A tree rewriting schema. 

Thee function T for transforming trees in T(W) into trees in T(G) is defined as follows: 

.. . ƒ t, if t does not contain any meta-variable 

^^ ~ \ r ( i ' ) , for t' such that t -> t', 

wheree —> is the reflexive and transitive closure of the rewriting schema defined above. 

AA simple inductive proof on the number of meta-rules shows that T is well defined for 

alll  elements in T(G), i.e., T takes exactly one value for each t in T(G). 

Inn Figure 4.3 we picture the rewriting procedure for the tree in Figure 4.1. The 

variablee AD J that is eliminated in each step is marked with * symbols. Since the tree 

inn part (c) does not have any more variables, it corresponds to the result of applying 

functionn r to the tree in part (a). 

Thee function T is very important for parsing. With it, we can implement a parser for 

W-grammarss by using a parser for CFGs plus a procedure implementing the function 
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*. *. 

ADJ ADJ 

Adj Adj 

1 1 
big big 

S S 

ADJ*ADJ* Noun 

AdjAdj bail 

green green 

(a) ) 

*ADJ* *ADJ* 

1 1 
Adj Adj 

big big 

S S 

AdjAdj Noun 

11 1 
greengreen ball 

(b) ) 

Figuree 4.3: Two steps in the rewriting procedure. T applied to the tree in part (a) is 
resultss in the tree in Figure 4.1. 

T.. The CFG parser is first used to obtain the tree t in T(G), and then the procedure 
implementingg T is used for transforming t into a tree in T(W). 

Bothh the weak equivalence and the existence of the transformation function T sug-
gestt that CW-grammars are close to CF-grammars. Do they offer anything more than 
justt context freeness? Since parsing technology is more interesting in the tree lan-
guagee than the string language, the strong equivalence between CW-grammars and 
CF-grammarss becomes relevant. We give an example to show that CW-grammars are 
notnot strongly equivalent to context free grammars. In other words, the set of trees gener-
atedd by CW-grammars differs from the set of trees generated by context free grammars. 

4.1.2.. EXAMPLE. Let W = {V, NT, T, S, ^-4, ̂ -A) be a CW-grammar with V = (A, 
2?,, S}, NT = {A,B}, T = {a, b},  ̂ = {A  ̂ AA,A  ̂ A,B -  ̂ BB, 
BB ^-» B], and -?-> - {A -  ̂ a, B -  ̂ b, S -?-> ~AB}. 

S S 

AA A A B B 
II I I I I 
aa a a b b 

Figuree 4.4: A w-tree for the string "aaabb". 

Thee grammar W generates the language {a*b*}  through instantiations of the variables 
AA and B to strings in ,4*  and B*, respectively. The derivation ^> for a string aaabb is 
ass follows: S  ̂ AAABB ^> aAABB  ̂ aaABB  ̂ aaaBB  ̂ aaabB ^> 
aaabb.aaabb. The tree representing this derivation (Figure 4.4) has only one internal level 
(labeledd AAABB), and its leaves form the accepted string. No context free grammar 
cann generate the kind of flat structures displayed in Figure 4.4 since any context free 
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grammarr producing the same language as \Y has more than one intermediate level in 
itss derivation trees. 

4.1.22 Probabilistic CW-Grammars 

Inn Chapter 3, probabilities were shown to be a fundamental part of PCFGs because they 
addd expressive power to vanilla CFGs. In order to capture state-of-the-art-parsers, we 
needd to be able to mimic the expressive power of PCFGs. Even though CW-grammars 
aree more powerful than CFGs, we do not know for certain if their probabilistic version, 
too be defined below, adds expressive power to the vanilla version. Still, probabilities 
addd to CW-grammars a statistical perspective which we show to be very useful in the 
followingg chapters, and which is necessary to easily capture grammar formalisms used 
inn state-of-the-art parsers. 

ProbabilisticProbabilistic CW-grammars (PCW-grammars) are CW-grammars where the meta-
ruless and pseudo-rules are augmented with probability values, such that the probabili-
tiess belonging to meta-rules and pseudo-rules sharing the same left-hand side sum up 
too one. More formally, in a probabilistic CW-grammar (V, NT, S, -^-», —>) we have 
that t 

 X^nv, yP = 1 for all meta-rules x - ^ p y having x as the left-hand side. 

 J2x pyP = 1 for all pseudo-rules x -?-*p y having x as the left-hand side. 

Next,, we need to define how we assign probabilities to derivations, w-rules, and w-
trees.. To start with derivations, if a' ^-4 a then there are au ..., a*  such that ax -̂ -> 
c*I+i,, c*i = a' and ak = a. We define the probability P(a' ^-4 Q) of a derivation 
a'a' —* a to be n i = 1 f (<**  —*  <*i+i) 

Now,, let X => a be a rule; its probability P(X = >̂ a) is defined as 

P(XP(X  ̂ a) = £ P(X -?-> a')P{a' ^-4 a), 
a'£A a'£A 

wheree A = {a' € {V u NT U T)+ : X -i-» a', a' ^-4 a}. In other words, the 
probabilityy of a w-rule is the sum of the probabilities of all meta derivations producing 
it. . 

Thee probability of a tree is defined as the product of the probabilities of the w-rules 
makingg up the tree, while the probability of a string a e T+ is defined as the sum of 
thee probabilities assigned to all trees yielding a. 

4.1.3.. THEOREM. Let W be a CW-grammar, let G be CFG{W), and let W' be a 
PCW-grammarPCW-grammar that extends W by assigning probability values to all meta-rules and 
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pseudo-rulespseudo-rules in It". There is a way to extend G into a PCFG G' such that \Y' and G' 
assignassign the same probability mass to all strings in the language accepted by G (which 
coincidescoincides with the language accepted by \\'). 

PROOF.. Let G = (AT'. T, 5'. R') be a PCFG with NT', T', S' as defined in the proof 
off  Theorem 4.1.1 and R' such that X -> a e R iff X - ^ a or X -̂ -> a. Note that a 
—>—> derivation r might be the product of many different derivations using rules in R' 
(G-derivationss for short); let us notate this set of G-derivations with D(T). From the 
definitionss it is clear that p(r) — Y1V^D{T) P(V)- T° Pr o ve t ne theorem we need to show 

1.. that for two different ^=> derivations of the string a r and r', it holds that D(T) n 
D(T')D(T') = 0, and 

2.. that for every G-derivation v there is a =̂=> derivation r such that v e D{T). 

Itemm (1) follows from the facts that F(v) = r for all v in D(r) and that Y{v') = r' for 
alll  v' in D(T')\ consequently, if there is an element in D(r) D D(T'), then r is equal to 
r'.r'.  Item (2) follows from the fact that V is defined for all G-derivations. H 

Thee above result does not follow from Theorem 4.1.1 because that result does not take 
probabilitiess into account. 

Forr a given PCW-grammar W, the PCFG defined in the proof of Theorem 4.1.3 is 
calledd the PCFG underlying W. 

Ass in the case of non-probabilistic CW-grammars, the tree language of T{G) is 
relatedd to the tree language T(W) through the tree transformation function T defined 
above.. The function T can also be used for computing the probability of a tree t in 
T(W);T(W); its probability is equal to the sum of the probabilities of all trees t' in T(G) 
suchh that V(t') = t. Moreover, since every tree in T(G) is mapped to a tree in T(W), 
wee obtain that the W grammar is consistent if, and only if, its underlying PCFG is 
consistent. . 

4.1.33 Learning C W-Grammars from Tree banks 

Supposee we have a collection of w-trees, from which we would like to induce a CW-
grammar.. We distinguish two different strategies for solving this problem. One strat-
egyy is aimed at using supervised techniques for learning PCFGs while the second is 
aimedd at using unsupervised techniques for learning PCFGs. 

Thee first approach consists of three steps. 

1.. Handcraft a set of meta-rules that might be used for meta-derivation. 
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2.. Expand each tree with all meta-derivations. Such a procedure has the effect of 
transformingg the CW-treebank into a CF-treebank. 

3.. Use any PCFG inducing mechanisms, like those discussed in Section 2.3 for 
inducingg a PCFG from the transformed treebank. 

Insteadd of returning a CW-grammar, the procedure returns the underlying PCFG G of 
aa W-grammar. Since all meta-rules are known, a unique W-grammar can be defined 
fromm G. 

Stepp (2) is straightforward only if meta-derivations produce unambiguous deriva-
tions,, i.e., if for each string produced by meta-derivations produce there is only one 
wayy to derive it. In the case of ambiguous meta-derivations, a way to distribute the 
probabilityy mass among all possible derivations has to be designed. In the literature 
theree are different proposals for re-assigning probabilities (Sima'an and Buratto, 2003; 
Bod,, 1998; Krotovetal., 1998). Most of these references refer to estimation techniques 
forr STSGs that, as we will see, deal these problems from the very beginning. 

Thee second approach consists of 2 steps. 

1.. Extract all bodies of rules from the w-treebank where each body of a rule is a 
stringg of non-terminal and terminal symbols. 

2.. Use the extracted strings to induce a PCFG grammar. 

Inn contrast with the previous approach, the induced PCFG is not the underlying PCFG 
off  any CW-grammar; instead, it is the grammar describing the meta-derivation a PCW-
grammarr should have. Pseudo-rules have to be handcrafted in order to make the meta-
ruless interact with pseudo-rules to rebuild the trees that have appeared in the CW-
grammar. . 

Bothh approaches are different and require different techniques. Both have in com-
monn that one set of rules, either pseudo-rules or meta-rules have to be handcrafted. 
Thee presentation we have given here is rather abstract; the differences between the two 
becomee more evident in the rest of the thesis. In Section 4.2 we show that the learn-
ingg methodology used for state-of-the-art parsers is an instance of the first approach, 
whilee the grammars used in the experiments of Chapter 5 are instances of the second 
approach. . 

4.1.44 Some Further Technical Notions 

Beloww we will use PCW-grammars to "capture" models underlying a number of state-
of-the-artt parsers. The following will prove useful. Let F and G be two grammars with 
treee languages T{G) and T(F) and languages L(F) and L(G), respectively. Then, F is 
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j-equivalentj-equivalent to G if 1(F) -= L(G) and there is a bijective function ƒ : T(F) — T(G). 
Givenn two grammatical formalisms .4 and B, we say that .4 is f-transformable to B. 
iff  for every grammar F in .4 there is a grammar 6' in B such that F is /-equivalent 
too G. Note that the definition of /-transformable is a generalization of the concepts of 
weakk and strong equivalence; both can be seen as /-equivalence for particular choices 
off  the function ƒ. Namely, two grammars are weakly equivalent if the function ƒ 
iss surjective, and they are equivalent if the function ƒ is bijective and t and f(t) are 
isomorphicc trees, for all trees in the domain of ƒ. 

4.22 Capturing State-of-the-Art Grammars 

Inn this section we show that PCW-grammars are a powerful formalism; we show that 
theyy are powerful enough to capture the models underlying a number of state-of-the-art 
parsers.. Clearly, the grammatical framework underlying a parser is a key component 
off  the overall definition of the parser which determines important characteristics of the 
parser,, either directly or indirectly. Among others things, the grammatical framework 
definess the set of languages the parser can deal with, a lower bound on the parser's 
complexity,, and the type of items that should be learned by the second component men-
tionedd in Section 4.1.3. Hence, a thorough understanding of the grammatical frame-
workk on which a parser is based, provides a great deal of information about the parser 
itself.. We are particularly interested in the following properties: 

1.. The expressive power of a grammar formalism. 

2.. Conditions under which the probability distribution defined over the set of pos-
siblee syntactic analyses is consistent: if this is the case, the probabilities asso-
ciatedd with an analysis can be used as meaningful probabilistic indicators both 
forr further stages of processing (Manning and Schütze, 1999) and for evaluation 
(Infante-Lopezz and de Rijke, 2004b). 

3.. The relation to other grammatical frameworks; this provides insights about the 
assumptionss made by the various frameworks. 

Sincee building a parser is a time consuming process, formal properties of the under-
lyingg grammatical framework are not always a priority. Also, comparisons between 
parserr models are usually based on experimental evidence. In order to establish formal 
propertiess of parsers and to facilitate the comparison of parsers we believe that a uni-
fyingg grammatical framework, from which the grammars of different parsers can be 
obtainedd as instances, is instrumental. We show that the PCW framework is capable 
off  capturing three state-of-the-art grammatical formalisms, namely bilexical grammars 
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(Eisner,, 2000), Markovian context free grammars (Collins, 1997), and stochastic tree 

substitutionn grammars (Bod, 1998). For each of these three formalisms, we provide an 

embeddingg in PCW-grammars, and we use this embedding to derive results regarding 

expressivee power, consistency, and relations with other grammatical formalisms. 

4.2.11 Bilexical Grammars 

Bilexicall  grammars (Eisner, 1996, 2000) is a formalism in which lexical items, such as 

verbss and their arguments, can have idiosyncratic selectional influences on each other. 

Suchh grammars can be used for describing bilexical approaches to dependency and 

phrase-structuree grammars, and a slight modification yields link grammars. 

Background d 

AA  split unweighted bilexical grammar B is a 3-tuple {W, {rw}w€\y, {lw}w<=w)  where: 

 W is a set, called the (terminal) vocabulary, which contains a distinguished sym-
boll  ROOT. 

 For each word w e W, lw and rw are a pair of regular grammars with start 
symbolss Siw and Srw respectively. Each grammar accepts some regular subset of 
W*. W*. 

AA dependency tree is a tree whose nodes (internal and external) are labeled with words 

fromm W\ the root is labeled with the symbol ROOT. The children ('dependents') of a 

nodee are ordered with respect to each other and the node itself, so that the node has 

bothh left children that precede it and right children that follow it. A dependency tree 

TT is grammatical if for every word token w that appears in the tree, lw accepts the 

(possiblyy empty) sequence of w's left children (from right to left), and rw accepts the 

sequencee of w's right children (from left to right). 

4.2.1.. EXAMPLE. Let B = (W, {IW}W£L}, {rw}w^) be a split bilexical grammar de-

finedd as follows: W = {a, b,ROOT}, la = b*, ra = e, lh — e, IROOT = a, rROor = £ 

andd n, — (a|6)*.' This grammar accepts the string "bbabaa" because IROOT accepts a, 

ll aa accepts "bbb", la accepts e, lb accepts e, and rb accepts "a". See, for example, the 

treee in Figure 4.5. 

'Wee use regular expressions instead of automata because the former are more compact. In order to 
makee the example follow the definition, regular languages have to be transformed into automata. 
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Figuree 4.5: An example of a dependency tree. 

Bilexicall  Grammars as CW-grammars 

Withh every bilexical grammar B we can associate a CW-grammar WB according to the 
followingg definition. 

4.2.2.. DEFINITION. Let B — (W, {IW}W(ZL}, {rw}w£w) be a split bilexical grammar. 
Lett WB = {Vt NT, 7\ S, -^->, -?->) be the CW-grammar defined as follows: 

 The set of variables V consists of the set of start symbols SiV! and Srw from 
regularss grammars lw and rw respectively, for each w in W. 

 The set of non-terminals NT is some set in 1-1-correspondence with W, e.g., it 
cann be defined as NT — {  W : w € W} using a string-priming operation. 

 The set of terminals T is the set of words W. 

 The set of meta-rules is given by the union of {w' —  w : w e W} and the 
ruless in all of the right and left regular grammars in B. 

 The set of pseudo-rules is given by w' —  SjwwSrw where lw denotes the regular 
expressionn inverting (reading backwards) all strings in L(lw). 

Below,, we establish the (weak) equivalence between a bilexical grammar B and its 
CW-grammarr counterpart WB- The idea is that the set of meta-rules, which produce 
derivationss that remain hidden in the tree, are used for simulating the regular automata. 
Pseudo-ruless are used as a nexus between a hidden derivation and a visible one: for 
eachh word w in the alphabet, we define a pseudo-rule having w as a terminal, and 
twoo variables S  ̂ and Srw marking the left and right dependents, respectively. These 
variabless correspond to the start symbols for the left and right automata /„, and rw, 
respectively.. Instantiating the pseudo-rule associated to w would use a left and a right 
derivationn using the left and the right automata, respectively, via meta-rules. The whole 
derivationn remains hidden in the ==> derivation, as in bilexical grammars. 
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4.2.3.. LEMMA. Bile.xicat grammars are f-transformable to CW-grammars. 

PROOF.. We have to give a function ƒ : T{B) —> T{\VB), where B is a bilexical gram-
marr and \\ 'B the grammar defined in Definition 4.2.2, such that ƒ is invertible. A bilex-
icall  tree yielding the string s = u'i wn can be described as a sequence «i un 

off  3-tuples (Q;. WJ. 0,} such that lWi accepts at and rWi accepts 0. The desired function 
ƒƒ transforms a dependency tree in a w-tree by transforming the sequence of tuples into 
aa =>  derivation. We define ƒ as f ((a, wt, (3)) = H'j ^ > awt0. The rule correspond-
ingg to (a.Wi,0) is the one produced by using the pseudo rule li' / -̂ -> Sl-wxSTw and 
instantiatingg 5/u and Sru. with a and /? respectively. Since the sequence of tuples forms 
aa dependency tree, the sequence of w-rules builds up a correct w-tree. H 

WeightedWeighted bilexical grammars are like unweighted bilexical grammars but all of their 
automataa assign weights to the strings they generate. By Lemma 4.2.3, weighted bilex-
icall  grammars are a subsett of PCW-grammars. 

Expressivee Power and Consistency 

Byy Lemma 4.2.3 bilexical grammars are weakly equivalent to context free grammars. 
Inn order to prove that they are not strongly equivalent it is enough to note that the 
grammarr in Example 4.2.1 can generate trees like the ones pictured in Figure 4.6 for 
arbitraryy k. That is, the grammar in Example 4.2.1 can generate flat trees like the 
oness pictured in Figure 4.6 where nodes can have arbitrarily many siblings. Any CFG 
generatingg the same string language will produce non-flat structures. 

(e) ) 

Figuree 4.6: Different dependency trees that can not be generated by CFGs. 

Wee now show that the learning mechanism proposed in (Eisner, 1996) produces consis-
tentt probability distributions. We start by presenting the way Eisner induces a bilexical 
grammarr B from a bilexical treebank; next, we show how the given treebank can be 
transformedd into a CF treebank. Finally, we show that the transformed treebank can be 
usedd to learn the underlying PCFG G of a PCW-grammar W such that W is equivalent 
too B. 
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Inn (Eisner, 1996). bilexical grammars are learned under the assumption that all 
wordss share a common automaton A and that this unique automaton is learned using 
bigrams,, or equivalently using a degree one Markov chain (see Appendix B for an in-
troductionn to Markov chains in the context of natural language processing). The learn-
ingg procedure proceeds as follows. First, training material for inducing the automaton 
iss extracted from the bilexical treebank. The training material is constructed adding 
alll  right and left dependents strings in all bilexical trees. Extracted strings should be 
prefixedd with a special mark "-s-" and postfixed with the special mark "-e-". These 
markss should be treated as indivisible units. For example, if a tree like the one pic-
turedd in Figure 4.5 is found in the treebank, strings "-,s - bba - e-", "s - a - e-", 
" - ss - a - e - 'Y ' -s - n - e--\"-s - b - e - '\ *'- s - ba - t - \ "s - a - e-", 
" - 55 - a - e-", " - 5 - b - e-", "-s - ba - e-", " - s - b - e-" ,"-s - b - e -" 
aree to be added to the training material. Since all words share the same automaton, the 
definitionn of grammar B is direct from automaton A. 

Now,, suppose that a bilexical grammar G is learned as described above using an 
automatonn A, and suppose that GA is the linear PCFG equivalent to the automaton A 
(forr details on the equivalence between linear CFGs and automata see (Hopcroft and 
Ullman,, 1979); for details on the probabilistic flavor see (Abney et al., 1999)). 

Ourr proof is complete if we manage to transform the bilexical treebank into a CF 
treebankk that can be used to learn a consistent CFG G. We also need to show that a 
W-grammarr W can be defined such that its underlying PCFG is equal to G and that W 
iss equivalent to B. In what follows we show how to accomplish this. 

Wee start by transforming the bilexical-treebank into a CF-treebank. The main idea 
off  the transformation is to rewrite trees using the inverse of the transformation defined 
inn Lemma 4.2.3. Trees in the bilexical treebank are transformed into CF trees using 
thee assumption that the meta-rules used actually belong to G. Figure 4.7 shows an 
examplee of such a transformation. 

Alll  transformed trees form a new CF-treebank. Using a maximum likelihood es-
timationn technique (see Section 2.3 for details) we can induce a PCFG G. Note that 
thee set of rules in G can be seen as the union of two subsets. The first is the set 
{X{Xaa —»i -s - a - s-} where a is terminal symbol and Xa is a non-terminal uniquely 
associatedd to a. All such rules have probability 1 since each variable Xa is always 
expandedd with the same body across the whole treebank. The second subset is given 
byy the set of rules in GA-

GG is a consistent grammar given that it has been induced using maximum likelihood 
(Chii  and Geman, 1998; Joan-Andreu and Benedf, 1997). Our task now is to show that 
GG can be used to build a CW-grammar W such that G is its underlying PCFG and W 
iss equivalent to B. 

Inn order to define \V we have to define its set of rules and its set of meta-rules. The 
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Xa a 

(a)) (b) 

Figuree 4.7: The dependency tree in (a) is transformed into the context free tree in (b). 

sett of pseudo-rules is given by the set {Xa -»! -s - a - s-} while its set of meta-
ruless is given by the set of rules in GA. It is immediate from the tree transformation 
functionn pictured in Figure 4.7 that W is strongly equivalent to B, moreover, it is 
immediatee that both grammars assign the same probability value to all trees in their 
treee languages. Consequently, since G is consistent, W is consistent. Finally, since W 
iss consistent, B is consistent as desired. 

4.2.22 Markovian Context Free Grammars 

Inn this subsection we capture one of the models presented by Collins: his so-called 
firstfirst model. The main idea behind (Collins, 1997, 1999) is to extend what he calls a 
"simple""  CFG to a lexicalized back-off grammar. 

Background d 

Collins'ss first model may be viewed as a way to describe the probabilities assigned to 
CF-likee rules. A rule has the following shape:2 

P{h)P{h) -> Ln{l n)... LMHWRiin)... Rm(rm), (4.1) 

2Inn this subsection, we follow Collins's notion and denote the parent with P. 
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wheree H is the head-child of the phrase, and thus inherits the head word h from its 
parentt P, and where Ln(/„) , ..., I i ( / i ) and /^(r,), . . ., Rm(rm) are left and right 
modifierss of H, respectively. Either or both of n and m may be zero, so that n = m = 0 
forr unary rules. Figure 4.8 shows a tree with its respective rules. 

TOP P 

S(bought) ) 

NP(week)) NP(IBM) VP(bought) 

JJJ NN NNP VBD NP(Lotus) 
t l l || | 

lastt week IBM  b o u g ht N N P 

Lotus s 

TOPP —•  S  (bought ) 
S(bought ))  -*NP(week )  NP(IBM )  VP(bought ) 
NPP (week )  -^J J (last )  NN(week ) 

NP(IBM))  - > NNP(IBM ) 
VP(bought ))  -* VBD(bought )  NP(Lotus ) 

NP(Lotus ))  -*NNP(Lotus) 

Figuree 4.8: A lexicalized parse tree and the rules it contains; POS tags omitted. 

Collinss defines the probability of a rule such as (4.1) as the probability of its right-hand 
side,, conditioned on the probability of its left-hand side, which is then decomposed as 
follows: : 

V{LV{Lnn{l{l nn)...)... L^HWRfa)... Rm(rm)\P(h)) = Vh(H\P(h))x 

xx JJ ViimU^L.ih),..., L ^ ^ ) , P(h), H) x 
i=l,. . . ,n+l l 

xx JJ Vr{Ri{rj)\Li{li),  - , £„+i(i»+i) , fli(ri),..., fij-i^-i),  P(h), H), 
j=l,...,m+l l 

wheree Zn+i and rn+1 are defined as STOP. Collins approximates the probabilities using 
Markovv independence assumptions for each order. In particular, the generation of the 
right-handd side of a rule such as (4.1), given the left-hand side, is decomposed into 
threee steps: 

1.. The head constituent label of the phrase is generated, with probability equal to 
PPHH(H\P,h). (H\P,h). 
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2.. Modifiers to the left of the head are generated, with probability equal to 

1111 VL{Li{li)\P,h,H), 
1 = 1 . . .. 71-1-1 

wheree Ln+i(l n+1) = STOP. The STOP symbol is a non-terminal, and the model 
stopss generating left modifiers as soon as it has been generated. 

3.. Modifiers to the right of the head are generated, with probability equal to 

YlYl VR(Ri{ri)\P,h,H), 
i—i...m+l i—i...m+l 

wheree Rm+\{r m+\)  is defined as STOP. 

Wee can think of the probabilities VR(Ri{ri)\P,htH) and VL{U{k)\P,KH) as the 
probabilitiess assigned to arcs labeled Ri{ri)  and L^U) respectively in a zero-order 
Markovv chain M. M has one state and as many arcs as combinations of symbols 
Ri(ri)Ri(ri)  and L,(/t). M also determines the probability to be assigned to rules. 

Markoviann Context Free Grammars as CW-grammars 

Recalll  that for capturing bilexical grammars, we first described the formalism using 
regularr languages and later added probabilities. To capture Collins's first model we 
proceedd in the opposite direction. We use the zero-order Markov models Collins builds 
too define regular languages and use these to build a CW grammar corresponding to 
Collins'ss model. 

Independentt of their order, Markov chains describe a regular language. Let M — 
(S,(S, P, F, I) be a Markov chain, where S is a sequence of states, P is the transition 
matrix,, F Q Sis the set of absorbing states, and I is the initial distribution of probabil-
ities.. We can directly transform M into an automaton AM by taking S as the states of 
thee automaton, F as the set of final states, and the initial state as the state that receives 
ann initial probability mass. 

Lett NT be the set of possible phrase names, e.g., NP, PP, etc.; let W be the set 
off  words in the lexicon; we assume that both sets are finite. For each pair {H, w) € 
NTNT x W there are two Markov chains r(H,w) and 1(H,W)> such that Collins' rules can be 
rewrittenn as (4.1) as follows: 

(P,h)~+(L(P,h)~+(Lnn,l,lnn)...(L)...(Luuh)(H,h)(Rh)(H,h)(R11,r,r11)...(R)...(Rrnrn,r,rmm). ). 

Forr strings (H,h)(Luli)... (Ln,ln) and (H,h)(Ruri)... {Rm,rm) the probability is 
givenn by the probabilities assigned to paths 

{L{L uuh)...(Lh)...(Lnn,l,lnn)STQP )STQP 
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and d 

{R{R11.r.r11)...{R)...{Rmm,r,rmm)STQP )STQP 

inn the Markov chains 1,HM) and r<H.h) respectively. 

4.2.4.. DEFINITION. Let B - (AT , \V, {/ (W,„o} wevo6Jvr}, {r iH.w)}wtw.heNT) be a 

grammarr based on Markov rules. Let \VB = (WNT.T.S,  ~™0 be the CW-

grammarr defined as follows: 

 The set of variables V' is given by the set of start symbols Sj and Sr from 

thee regular grammars Ï(H.W) a r |d T{HM) respectively for each w in W. 

 The set of non-terminals A T is some set in 1 -1 -correspondence with 11', e.g., it 

cann be defined as NT — {w' : w € IV}, where _' is a string priming operation. 

 The set of terminals T is the set of words IV'. 

 The set of probabilistic meta-rules is given by the union of the rules in each of the 

rightt and left regular grammars (i.e., the set given by A —> a iff A —+ a e 1(H,W) 

o r i - > a ee »"(ƒƒ„,) for some H and some w) plus the set {w' -^-> w : w E W}. 

 The set of pseudo-rules is given by (P, h) -L->Vii{H\(P,h)) SiilIh) (H, h)Sr{Hh). 

4.2.5.. LEMMA. Markov rules as used in Collins's first model are f-transformable to 

CW-grammars. CW-grammars. 

Thee proof of this lemma is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.2.3 and we omit it here. 

Expressivee Power and Consistency 

Byy Lemma 4.2.5 Collins's first model is weakly equivalent to context free grammars. 

Moreover,, the idea behind Example 4.1.2 can be used to show that Collins's first model 

iss not strongly equivalent to CFGs: Collins's first model can produce flat structures 

thatt cannot be captured by PCFGs (see Example 4.6 and Example 4.1.2 for examples 

off  flat structures non-capturable by CFGs); as a consequence, the probabilistic version 

off  Collins's first model cannot be captured using PCFGs. 

Ass a consequence of Lemma 4.2.5, learning Markov rule-based grammars is equiv-

alentt to learning PCW-grammars, which, in turn, is equivalent to learning the PCFGs 

underlyingg PCW-grammars. Collins (1997) assumes that all hidden derivations are 

producedd by Markov chains. Under the PCW-paradigm, his methodology is equivalent 

too transforming all trees in the training material by making all their hidden derivations 

visiblee and inducing the underlying PCFG from the transformed trees. Variables in the 

equivalentt PCW-grammar are defined according to the degree of the Markov chain. 
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Iff  the Markov chain used is of degree zero, there is only one variable (the Markov 
chainn contains a unique state), and the induced Markov rule-based grammar is consis-
tent.. This consistency result follows from the fact that inducing a zero-degree Markov 
chainn is the same as inducing the underlying PCFG in the equivalent PCW-grammar 
usingg maximum likelihood estimation, plus the fact that using maximum likelihood for 
inducingg PCFGs produces consistent grammars (Chi and Geman, 1998; Joan-Andreu 
andBenedi,, 1997). 

Finally,, the embedding of Collins's and Eisner's models into CW-grammars allows 
uss to compare them. Both models have quite similar meta-rules and pseudo-rules. The 
mainn difference between their rules is that Collins's codify more information as vari-
ables.. The embedding into CW-grammars allows us to see their learning step as a 
treebankk rewriting procedure, followed by a CFG induction step. The treebank gener-
atedd in the first step is the one used as training material in the second. According to 
thiss perspective, the two approaches differ in the rewriting function they use in the first 
step,, while both approaches use maximum likelihood in the second step. 

4.2.33 Stochastic Tree Substitution Grammars 

Data-orientedd parsing (DOP) is a memory-based approach to syntactic parsing. The 
basicc idea is to use the subtrees from a syntactically annotated corpus directly as a 
stochasticc grammar. The DOP-1 model (Bod, 1995) was the first version of DOP, and 
mostt later versions off  DOP are variations on it. The underlying grammatical formalism 
iss stochastic tree substitution grammars (STSG), which is the grammatical formalism 
wee capture here. 

Background d 

Thee grammatical formalism is extremely simple and can be described as follows: 
forr every sentence in a parsed training corpus, extract every subtree. Now, we use 
thesee trees to form a stochastic tree substitution grammar. Formally, a stochastic tree-
substitutionsubstitution grammar (STSG) G is a 5-tuple (VN, V?, S, R, P) where: 

 VN is a finite set of nonterminal symbols. 

 Vj- is a finite set of terminal symbols. 

 S € VN is the distinguished symbol. 

 R is a finite set of trees, called elementary trees, whose top nodes and interior 
nodess are labeled by nonterminal symbols and whose yield nodes are labeled by 
terminall  or nonterminal symbols. 
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 F is a function which assigns to every elementary tree t e R a probability P(t). 
Forr a tree t with a root node symbol root{t) = o, P(t) is interpreted as the 
probabilityy of substituting t for a node a. We require, therefore, for a given a 
t n att Y,{t:roout)=a} ~ * (where t's root node symbol is a). 

Iff  f i and t2 are elementary trees such that the left-most non-terminal leaves node sym-
boll  of tx is equal to the root node symbol of t2, then t\ o t2 is the tree that results 
fromm substituting t2 in this left-most non-terminal leaves node symbol in tj. The par-
tiall  function o is called leftmost substitution or simply substitution. Trees are derived 
usingg leftmost substitution. 

STSGss as CW-grammars 

AA STSG is not a context free grammar. The main difference, and the hardest to capture 
inn a CFG-like setting, is the way in which probabilities are computed for a given tree. 
Thee probability of a tree is given by the sum of the probabilities of all derivations 
producingg it. CW-grammars offer a similar mechanism: the probability of the body of 
aa w-rule is the sum of the probabilities of all meta-derivations producing it. The idea 
off  the equivalence is to associate to every tree produced by a STSG a w-rule of the 
PCW-grammarr in such a way that the body of the w-rule codifies the whole tree. 

Too implement this idea, we need to code up trees as strings. The simplest way to 
achievee this is to visit the nodes in a depth-first left-to-right order. For each inner node, 
wee write the CFG production, while for the leaves, we write the symbol itself if the 
symboll  is a terminal and a primed version of it if the symbol is a non-terminal. For 
example,, the code describing the tree in Figure 4.9(a) is 

{A,{A, BAB)B'{A, BAB)B'A'B'{B, a)a. 

Thee first step in capturing STSGs is to build meta-rules capturing elementary trees 
usingg the notation just introduced. Specifically, let t be an elementary tree belonging 
too a STSG. Let S be its root and a its string representation. The CF-like rule 5' —  a 
iss called the elementary rule of t. Elementary rules store all information about the 
elementaryy tree. They have primed non-terminals where a substitution can be carried 
out.. For example, if t is the elementary tree pictured in Figure 4.9.(b), its elementary 
rulee is S' -*  (S,AB)(A,B){A,ab)ab(B,AC)(A,ab)abC'. Note the primed version 
off  C in the frontier of the derivation. 

4.2.6.. DEFINITION. Let H = {VN, VT, S, R, P) be a STSG. Let WH = (V, NT, T, 
S',S', —>, ) be the following CW-grammar. 

 V is the primed version of V?. 
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(a)) (b) 

Figuree 4.9: (a) A derivation tree, (b) An elementary tree. 

 (A, a) is in NT iff (A, a) —> € appears in some elementary tree. 

 T is exactly as VT. 

 S' is a new symbol. 

 The set of meta-rules is built by transforming each elementary tree into its cor-
respondingg elementary rule. 

 The set of pseudo-rules is given by (̂ 4, a) -̂—> e if A —  a appears in a elemen-
taryy tree, plus rules S' —*  S. 

Twoo remarks: first, all generative capacity is encoded in me set of meta-rules. In the 
CW-world,, the body of a rule (i.e., an instantiated pseudo-rule) encodes a derivation 
off  the STSG. Second, the probability of a w-rule is the sum of the probabilities of 
meta-derivationss yielding the rule's body. 

4.2.7.. LEMMA. Let H = {VN,VT,S,R,P) be a STSG and WH the CW-grammar 
forfor H as given in Definition 4.2.6. There is a one-to-one correspondence between 
derivationsderivations in H and meta-rule derivations in WH-

PROOF.. Let t be a tree produced by H. We prove the lemma using induction on the 
lengthoff  the derivation producing t. If t has length 1, there is an elementary tree t\ such 
thatt S is the root node and yields a, which implies that there is a meta-rule obtained 
fromm the elementary rule corresponding to the elementary tree *i . The relation is one-
to-onee as, by definition, meta-rules are in one-to-one correspondence with elementary 
trees. . 
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Supposee the lemma is true for derivation lengths less than or equal to n. Suppose t 

iss generated by a derivation of length n+1. Assume there are trees r l t t2 with 11 of  2 = t. 

Byy definition there is a unique meta-rule rx corresponding with i\ and by the inductive 

hypothesiss there is a unique derivation for t2. H 

4.2.8.. LEMMA. Let H = {YN.YT. S. ƒ?, P) be a STSG, and \VH the CW-grammar for 

HH as given in Definition 4.2.6. Then U"/ƒ accepts the same set of strings as H, i.e., 

STSGsSTSGs and PCW-grammars are weakly equivalent. 

PROOF.. Let a be a string in L(H). There is at least one tree derivation ^ . . . o ^ 

yieldingg a. From Lemma 4.2.7 we know that there is a w-rule S' =^> a such that after 

applyingg rules (.4, ft) -̂—» t, a is obtained. H 

4.2.9.. COROLLARY. Let H = (VN, VT, S, 7?, P) be a STSG and \YH the CW-grammar 

forfor H as given in Definition 4.2.6. There is a one-to-one correspondence between 

derivationsderivations in H and U'#. 

4.2.10.. COROLLARY. STSGS are f-transformable to CW-grammars. 

PROOF.. The result is a direct consequence of Lemma 4.2.8 and Lemma 4.2.9. H 

4.2.11.. LEMMA. Let H = (VN,VTtS,R,P) be a STSG, and let WH be the CW-

grammargrammar given in Definition 4.2.6. Both grammars assign the same probability mass 

toto trees related through the one-to-one mapping described in Corollary 4.2.9. 

PROOF.. A tree has a characteristic w-rule, defined by its shape. In other words, the 

probabilityy of a w-rule according to the definition of PCW-grammars is given by the 

summ of the probabilities of all derivations producing the rule's body, i.e., all STSG 

derivationss producing the same tree. As a consequence, a particular STSG tree, iden-

tifiedd by the body of the corresponding w-rule, has the same probability mass as the 

amountt assigned to its corresponding w-rule by the equivalent CW-Grammar. H 

Expressivee Power and Consistency 

Byy Corollary 4.2.10, STSGs are weakly equivalent to context free grammars. The con-

sistencyy of a STSG depends on the methodology used for computing the probabilities 

assignedd to its elementary trees. DOP-1 is one particular approach to computing these 

probabilities.. Under the DOP-1 perspective, a tree t contributes all its possible sub-

treess to a new treebank from which the probabilities of elementary trees are computed. 

Probabilitiess of an elementary tree are computed using maximum likelihood. Since 
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thee events in the new treebank are not independently distributed, the resulting proba-
bilitiess are inconsistent and biased (Johnson, 2002). Solutions taking into account the 
dependencee between trees in the resulting treebanks have been suggested (Sima'an and 
Buratto,, 2003). 

Consistencyy conditions cannot be derived for the DOP-1 estimation procedure be-
causee it does not attempt to learn the underlying PCFG. In fact, our formalism suggests 
thatt probabilities should be computed differently than they are done in DOP-1. By our 
embedding,, a tree t in the treebank corresponds to the body of a pseudo-rule instanti-
atedd through meta-derivations; t is the final "string" and does not have any information 
aboutt the derivation that took place. But viewing t as a final string changes the prob-
lemm definition! Now, we have as input a set of elementary rules and a set of accepted 
trees.. The problem is to compute probabilities for these rules: an unsupervised prob-
lemm that can be solved using any unsupervised technique, e.g., (Carroll and Charniak, 
1992;; Chen, 1995). The consistency of the resulting STSG depends on the consistency 
propertiess of the unsupervised method. 

4.33 Discussion and Conclusion 

Inn this chapter we introduced constrained W-grammars and we augmented them with 
probabilities.. Probabilities provide a disambiguation mechanism and a statistical per-
spective.. It is still an open question whether probabilities add expressive power to 
CW-grammars;; the strategy used in Chapter 3 can not be used for PCW-grammars. To 
seee this, one should note that CW-grammars do not have any inherently ambiguous 
languages:: any CW-grammar W with start symbol S, meta-rules M and pseudo-rules 
PP can be transformed into an unambiguous grammar G' by defining G"s start symbol 
too be S', its unique meta-rule to be S' -̂ -+ S and its meta-rules to be M U P. G' is 
unambiguouss because it hides inside meta-derivations practically all derivations. All 
treess in T(G') are very flat, and there is exactly one tree for each string in the language. 

Doo PCW-grammars add anything? We think that the importance and contribution 
off  our grammatical formalism has to be considered from the perspective of grammat-
icall  formalisms underlying state-of-the-art parsers. It is usually the case that gram-
maticall  formalisms used in parsers are not clearly stated, they are hard to identify 
fromm the definition of the parser (see (Bikel, 2004) for an account of the details of 
Collins'ss parser) and their formal properties require ad-hoc proofs (see (Bod, 1998) 
forr expressive power properties of STSGs) or are not proven at all. We have shown 
thatt PCW-grammars provide a common formalism based on a well-known grammat-
icall  framework with computational properties that are very well understood. Clearly, 
PCW-grammarss greatly reduce the expressive power of W-grammars, but still, we man-
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agee to capture the grammatical formalisms underlying state-of-the-art parsers with the 
remainingg expressive power and to establish new and important facts about them. 

Inn particular, we examined the expressive power of three formalisms (bilexical 
grammars,, Markovian context free rules, and stochastic tree substitution grammars) 
togetherr with some conditions under which the inferred grammars are consistent. Fi-
nally,, we should point out that, despite their similarities, there is a fundamental differ-
encee between PCW-grammars and PCFGs, and this is the two-level mechanism of the 
former.. This mechanism allows us to capture three state-of-the-art natural language 
parsers,, which cannot be done using standard PCFGs only. 

Thee results in this chapter shed light on the relationship between a number of gram-
maticall  formalisms, not just between context free grammars and PCW-grammars. In 
particular,, we have shown that, from a formal perspective, bilexical grammars and 
Markoviann context free grammars do not differ in a principled way: both are based 
onn approximating bodies of rules using Markov models. We also found that STSGs 
andd Markov rules have certain similarities. Markov rules and STSGs suppose that rule 
bodiess are obtained by collapsing hidden derivations. That is, for Markov rules a rule 
bodyy is a regular expression (or equivalently a Markov chain). Similarly, STSGs take 
thiss idea to the extreme by taking the whole sentence to be the yield of a hidden deriva-
tion.. PCW-grammars naturally suggest intermediate levels of abstraction; in Chapter 5 
wee show that these levels can be used to reduce the size of grammars induced from 
treebanks,, and, hence, to optimize parsing procedures. 

Fromm a theoretical point of view, the concept of /-transformable grammars, which 
wee use heavily in our proofs, is a novel and very powerful concept that relaxes the 
knownn equivalence notions between grammars. Since arbitrary functions ƒ can be 
definedd between arbitrary tree languages and CFG-like trees, they can be used to 
mapp other formalisms like tree adjoining grammars (Joshi, 1985) or categorial gram-
marss (Wood, 1993) to context free trees. As part of our future research, we aim to 
capturee further grammatical formalisms and to characterize the nature of the functions 
ƒƒ used to achieve this. 


